Julio Wong-Smith
Professor Cash
Englash, now even more like England!
I wish I had a date
Prompt: In light of the recent budget crisis in California and within the UC system, do you think that the
emphasis people place on the power of money is too strong? Should we all just learn to get by with less? Will
organizations ever be satisfied with the level of funding available?

Paper

or Plastic

or Flour

: The continual attempt to create and earn dough

So I realized recently that this essay is due fairly soon. You might be starting to worry that I’m not even
gonna turn it in on time. I might be starting to worry that myself. But you see, waiting makes sense. Think of
the standard format for any compelling movie. Do they stop the bomb from exploding 4 hours before it’s
scheduled to go off? Do they get to the airport before the girl is on the plane and the staff has made its final
boarding call? Does the underdog sports team make the game winning goal in the first half of play? Movies
are just storytelling, and to make it exciting and interesting and something people pay attention to, they wait
until the last minute, the last possible second, to pull off the surprise (okay, completely predictable), victory
ending. Essays are storytelling too, and I wouldn’t want you sitting all leisurely sipping a cup of coffee
wondering what the next person wrote. I want you edge of your seat excited about MY paper and I think we get
off to a good start by having the suspense of not knowing whether it’ll be in your inbox by the end of
Wednesday. Just keeping life a little unpredictable, you know. But I guess you have this paper now and ARE
reading it, which probably means that I DID turn it in on time, so yay, go me, that was close. Like two more
minutes and we all would have blown up, or failed the class or something. Anywho, you’re probably expecting
an introduction now, since this is the beginning of my essay. Hi, I’m Julio Wong-Smith. Have you met my
thesis: Money, you see, is like the One Baguette, from “Way of the Baguette” and “Way of the Baguette 3:
The Search for Episode 2” – it’s elusive and everybody wants it, but sometimes you just find it lying on the
ground in a field.

The first question people might ask themselves about money is where they can spend some on a good
piece of pizza, but after that, it would be why does everybody want it? Why does everyone think that money is
so great? Which is a dumb question because clearly it’s because we all want to go buy that pizza.
Meat-Lovers, extra pepperoni, don’t be chintzy with the sausage. While sitting around eating the pizza though,
people might come to realize that money is desirable for a lot of the same reasons that the One Baguette is, you
know, if they happened to be familiar with the videos. The One Baguette, which sometimes elicits excited
responses from people like “OMG!” is described as:
A legendary sword its blade is rivaled only by its mystery, its mystery is rivaled only by its power. This

sword has the ability to do anything at all! It was once used by the legendary pirate king, lord
of pirates and all that is dark and evil and mischievous (Way of the Baguette 3, part 1).
In sum, this sword is totally awesome. I mean really, take a minute and think about it for a second. Wait no, I
guess if you take a minute then you should think it about it for 60 seconds, otherwise I don’t know what you’d
be doing for 59 seconds. Are you thinking? It’s so awesome that I bet now you’re at some French restaurant
trying to order a baguette, but you’ll never find it that way. Did you really think that you could find the One
Baguette without fighting any ninjas or pirates? Ninjas don’t work at French cafes…usually. Although a time
traveling combat waitress might. Anyway, like the One Baguette, money is pretty awesome. It’s also
somewhat mysterious – do you know how to convert dollars to other foreign currency or why like 3 million of
one monetary unit sometimes turns out to be worth around 5 cents in the US? Money is also unarguably
powerful, and it pretty much has the ability to do anything at all. Think about all the anythings you could do
with money. Bribe other people to write your papers when cookies aren’t motivating enough. Buy all the meat
in Kingdom of Loathing. Cliff jump and snorkel all over the world. Fund essay contests. Rename UCI’s
Engineering Tower as the Julio Wong-Smith Pancake Tower and maybe serve breakfast out of the base of it.
Or even buy a giant pickle on a stick. I’m also sure that money was once used by the legendary pirate king who

was lord of all dark and evil. Fighting a legendary pirate king would actually be a cool way to say you made
your money. Can you imagine if on the Forbes Billionaires list Bill Gate’s record looked like this:
The World's Billionaires

#2 William Gates III
03.10.10, 06:00 PM EST

Net Worth:

$53.0 bil

Fortune:

Won in Epic Battle

Source:

Taken from Legendary Pirate King

Age:

54

Country Of Citizenship: United States
Residence:

Medina, Washington

But then again I can’t really picture Bill Gates engaged in an epic battle with a pirate king, PLUS he’s quoted as
saying “It’s easier for our software to compete with Linux when there’s piracy then when there’s not,” so
apparently he’s for piracy rather than against it.
Judging by my annual essay contest, money can also be used as an incentive.
Until this moment, you might not have known this, but I also grade essays. That’s right, I too
like to get people to write essays. In honor of my birthday (I still haven’t received your card),
I host the annual Julio Wong-Smith Essay Contest each year. The contest is about bringing
oceans of joy to everyone. Oh , and did I mention there are cash prizes. It too, is about
carrots. Er, I mean money, dangled in front of people like a carrot in front of a horse.
Or maybe it is about carrots after all, if someone wanted to use their winnings to purchase an

overabundance of packages of carrots, which they could theoretically do. You could buy a
lot of carrots with $100. And then feed the bunnies on campus. See what I mean, joy all around.
I like creative writing and keeping life interesting when school gets boring, so I figured the contest was an
outstanding way to combine those things. Wow, this paragraph is such a semi-meaningful acrostic.
While money, like the One Baguette, is obviously highly desirable, powerful, and influential, it doesn’t
just grow on trees. Well, I mean, it is paper, which comes from trees, so in a way it does. Still, money isn’t just
everywhere. Except that it is, but that doesn’t mean that any of it belongs to you. What I’m trying to say is it’s
hard to come by without straight up robbing a bank, which is generally not advisable because sometimes banks
fight back. Sometimes you do just find it lying on the ground, but usually that’s just pennies. People say it’s
lucky when you find a penny on the ground: “Find a penny, pick it up, all the day you’ll have good luck”
(people, 1787-present), but really, if you were lucky you would have found a $100 bill. So you can defenestrate
that theory. Due to their amazing reflexes and quick actions, ninjas have been known to find quarters, like the
Red Ninja did in the first part of “Way of the Baguette.” In general though, if you don’t have rich, generous
parents, you have to work if you want money. However, if you want to work a decent paying job, you typically
have to have a college degree, and to have a college degree, you typically have to write an essay or two. Which
explains why I’m writing this paper.
Speaking of paper, when it all comes down to it, money is just pieces of paper. It’s actually kind of
weird the amount of power pieces of paper can hold. Consider the following dilemma faced by high school
graduates:

Hmmm. Don’t you hate it when your table doesn’t fit on the same page as your introduction
of it? Scroll down for the dilemma faced by high school grads.

Several Options for High School Grads Looking to Burn $50K
Porsche Boxster

Price: $47,550

0-60mph in 5.6 seconds

$50,000 worth of steak

Price: $50,000

(mmmmmm, steak)

Piece of Paper

Price: $47,652*

*Assumes student is a California resident attending UCI finishing in four years (aka not me) and not taking any summer school courses.

Figure does not include any
expenses outside of fees and assumes no further fee increases during attendance. Cap sold separately. Piece of paper is contingent on meeting other requirements not all who enter will win. No refunds for early withdrawal. Diploma not actually available at graduation ceremony.

I know when I graduated from high school, I almost went for the steak.
Plus, I’m kind of hoping that when I graduate from college my “piece
of paper” looks like this:
Seriously, some schools need
to start a degree program in that.
Then maybe we wouldn’t need
quite as many of the superheroes
like this guy on the right.

If you imagine a world without money, a world where a dollar bill has no meaning, it’s actually a pretty
scary place. That’s because if there’s no money, or money isn’t an issue, it’s probably because something crazy
big happened to change everything, like the zombie apocalypse. If you’re running around just trying to keep
your brain in your head, money becomes a lot less important, as demonstrated below:

Zombie:

Regular Human:

Human during a zombie invasion:

Clearly we’re more alert, active, and in better shape during a zombie invasion, and as mentioned, the focus on
making money declines. Which is all great, except that lots of people are dead (or kind of dead) and when
someone says they like you for your brain it doesn’t mean they admire your intelligence. Obviously the cons
outweigh the pros.
As far as whether we can get by with less and whether organizations will ever be satisfied with levels of
funding, that depends on how powerful and plentiful the zombies are. As a member of the University Zombie
Defense Network, I know that no federal funding is allocated toward a specialized zombie defense program and

yet 99.87% of college students are unprepared for a large scale zombie disaster. Other groups are trying to
mobilize support as well, including the Zombie Apocalypse Prevention Force, the Zombie Apocalypse
Prevention Squad (ZAPS), and the Zombie Apocalypse Prevention Society (they also like to be called ZAPS).
If there’s no money, groups like these become crippled in their ability to serve the public. If their budgets are
cut and if people are less willing to make donations, how are they supposed to gather the guns and clubs
necessary for defense? One of the only things money generally can’t do is buy the One Baguette, seeing as how
it sometimes goes missing for centuries, but you can buy a heck of a lot of other kinds of swords. We might not
be able to get by with less money! Zombies aside, without funding UCI might not be able to make it either,
considering everything it requires to function. Things that tend to be more expensive than sticks and guns.
In conclusion, and to quote “Way of the Baguette” one more time, “and now, as you can see, we have
clearly run out of budget for this” essay. See, everyone has budget issues. Guess nobody can get enough dough
– hah-ha-hah. I’m sure if opponents of the UCI fee increases had the funding, they’d like to wage an epic battle
between a random assortment of potential heroes and perhaps Mark Yudof, President of the UC system and
approver of the fee increases. A fight sure to be filled with bunny battles, ninja action, and blows to someone’s
pocketbook. Of course, there is no funding for this, so you’ll just have to imagine it from the drawing below:
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